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This is a first of a series of conversations with security consultants. If you are a
security consultant that wants to talk and can share frank insights into designing
security systems, contact us at info@ipvm.com

In this first episode we speak with Protus3 about:

What 'typical' projects consist of - in terms of device size, dollar amount
and time
What their cost of service averages
RFPs they avoid
How they compete with manufacturer designs
Why they prefer 'or equal' specifications
What technologies they see as on the way down and up

Protus3 Overview

Protus3 employs 21 people and been in business for 28 years. They perform
over 100 security design/consulting projects in a typical year, and these range
from small systems of 50-100 devices, to large systems of well over 1000
devices and multiple geographic locations.

Based in the Raleigh, NC, Protus3 provides design, consulting, and investigation
services. The investigation side of the business uses licensed private
investigators, primarily hired by corporate clients to investigate suspected
employee theft or similar issues. Though the investigation side of the business
has a number of interesting projects, this report focuses on the design and
consulting side of the business, as this is more relevant to most IPVM readers.

A "Typical" Project Engagement
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A normal project is going to be in the range of several hundred devices, these
are large enough to require professional design consideration, and not so large
as to become unmanageably complex. However, the company stressed multiple
times in our conversation that there is no such thing as a "typical" engagement
for them. They have worked on projects as small as a few devices to extremely
large engagements where the entire project was over $1,000,000.

In most cases Protus3 works with the customer to understand their requirements,
puts together a design, helps with the bid process, and then once the project is
complete audits the final installation to assure compliance with the design. This
process takes about 6 months on average, with 3 months spent in the design
phase.

Projects most often involve adding on to or expanding an existing system in
some way, the company says that "greenfield" projects, where the get to design
an entire system end to end are rare.

Cost Of Services

As a rule of thumb, Protus3 says their consulting costs usually end being 10% of
the overall project, but this will vary based on total time invested as the company
does bill based on hourly rates.

RFPs To Avoid

One area of business that Protus3 says they tend to avoid is RFPs or customer
requests that seem impossible to properly understand or comply with. Investing
significant time trying to find a solution that may not actually be feasible will
either drive costs up to unreasonable levels, leave the customer dissatisfied, or
both.

Competing With Manufacturer Designs

Many times manufacturers will effectively compete with consultants, offering
design services for larger projects. Protus3 says if customer needs are simple
and well defined, manufacturer designs may be sufficient, but many times
manufacturers focus only on their own products, and may be more inclined to
over-specify cameras or use suboptimal products if they do not have an ideal fit.
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"Or Equal" RFP Specifications

To the extent possible, Protus3 tries to not hard-spec products in RFPs, though
in some cases customers require it. They commented that RFPs that specify "or
equal" alternatives can be more interesting overall, as these sometimes bring
new products to their attention they may not have otherwise been aware of.

Late Engagements More Costly

Asked about problems they routinely encounter, Protus3 responded that
customers sometimes hesitate to engage consulting services, and then call them
in when a project is already partially underway. This ultimately leads to higher
costs as some poorly implemented decisions made need to be worked around or
re-engineered, delaying the overall project and driving costs up.

PTZs Outdated

Overall, Protus3 said that PTZs are mostly an outdated technology, and they try
to minimize their use. They cite the price drop of single and multi-sensor
cameras, giving them more opportunity to cover an area completely and
eliminate the need for a PTZ to be included for getting details, or covering large
areas. By eliminating PTZs they reduce the overall maintenance requirements of
a system and extend its longevity.

Analytics And Biometrics Promising Technology

Protus3 feels that video analytics may finally be ready to become more
mainstream. They noted the prevalence of camera companies adding functions
like heat-mapping or people counting to more products, and the overall price-
drop of video analytics in the last several years as factors that could lead to
wider adoption of analytics.

Biometric access control, particularly iris scan devices, is another area where
they see potential to disrupt existing design philosophies.
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